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• In Ontario, Continuous Professional Leaning (CPL) is a requirement for 
Registered Early Childhood Educators (RECE) mandated by the College 
of Early Childhood Educators (CECE). 

• CPL is an essential component of a quality and responsive Early 
Childhood Education and Care system.

• CPL includes a range of training experiences targeted for in-service 
learning such as communities of practice, in service workshops and 
mentorship.

• Educators in remote geographic locations in Ontario often rely on face-
to-face workshop delivery models and have limited opportunities for 
CPL in a reflective community of practice. 

Background

Project Components

Research Questions

Applications

Phase 1: Looking Back

• Reflecting on knowledge gained from previous online modules 

Phase 2: Choosing a Case

• Educators involved in the project would submit a case for co-
reflection or a photo for peer study

Phase 3: Asking Questions

• Facilitators would ask open ended questions about the case in order 
to provoke thought and inquiry

Phase 4: Collecting Perspectives

• The case is explored using multiple perspectives 

Phase 5: Giving Advice

• Facilitated discussion for possibilities and suggestions

• All  qualitative data from the project was analyzed thematically (Braun and 
Clark, 2006).

Methodology Results

Positive impacts:

• Educators reported benefits of the CPL design and content information, 
specifically in relation to the affect and intentionality in creating quality 
environments for young children.

• Educators narrated several benefits from the use of technology within the 
CPL training model, including mentorship and support of one another, the 
ability to engage in year round CPL despite inclement weather. Educators 
also utilized the digital resources in novel ways  (e.g., communicating with 
parents and staff training). 
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1. What knowledge, skills and delivery methods are required in order to 
support ECE continuous professional learning?

2. How can emerging digital technologies (augmented reality,  virtual 
reality) support innovative CPL learning in remote locales?

1. Initial face to face training workshop 
• Initial training (introduction to all digital tools and iPads)
• Invitation for participation 
• Reflective session 

2. Co-reflection and continuous training
• Six monthly online modules guided by a pedagogical 

facilitator
• Five phase discussion using the WANDA method of research

3. Individual reflection 
• Participants will be invited to use the online app (Penzu.com) 

to share ideas and thoughts
4. Focus Groups

• Two online focus groups will be conducted
• Series of open-ended questions will guide the discussion to 

gain perspective and insight into the project  

Thirteen registered ECEs in one northern region of Ontario participated in the 
study with varying years of experience (6 months to 20+ years). Educators 
worked in a variety of contexts with multiple age groups (toddlers, preschool,  
and school age).

During each online module, a specific topic was discussed and analyzed using 
the five phase WANDA method of discussion (Sharmahd et al., 2018, p.61).
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• The appreciative inquiry 
method (WANDA) 
benefitted educators by 
creating a common 
understanding of practices.

• Shifts in common practices  
of educators resulted from 
the CPL training, particularly 
in classroom design, use of 
loose materials, the 
outdoors, and risk-taking.

Integrating loose parts into shared spaces

Challenges:

• Educators reported a lack of time to engage fully in all aspects of the CPL 
program as well as conflicting priorities (e.g., research project journaling 
versus portfolio required of College of ECE).

• Educators narrated a need for increasingly complex CPL more focused on 
their particular community needs and gaps in services.

CPL training needs to be continuous, flexible, include multiple formats of 
delivery and inclusive of technology, particularly within remote 
communities. Quality and equitable access of CPL positively impacts 
classroom design, experiences of children, and ECE pedagogies.

Implications
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